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Overview of this Chapter Zero workshop series for financial institutions

PUBLIC

Chapter Zero: The Impact of Climate Change on Financial Institutions

Climate risk and regulation: Overview of the impact of climate change on 

financial institutions 

How policies and regulation are evolving to respond to the climate crisis –

A response from policymakers and regulators 

Disclosure: Status quo and roadmap ahead

Scenario analysis and stress-testing

14 July 

5 August

1 September

29 September

Managing physical and transition risk This session
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Agenda
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1 Welcome and introduction – Karina Litvack, ENI and Daniel Klier, HSBC 

Carbon Transitions, Physical Risks: The credit perspective 

Burcu Guner, Senior Director, Moody’s Analytics 
2

Chapter Zero: The Impact of Climate Change on Financial Institutions

Physical Risk

Ben Carr, Analytics and Modelling Director, Aviva 
3

Transition Risk

Bruce Fletcher, Group Chief Risk Officer, Natwest
4

Q&A5
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Introduction of speakers

PUBLIC

Chapter Zero: The Impact of Climate Change on Financial Institutions

 Europe & Africa team leader for Risk & 

Finance Solutions at Moody’s Analytics, 

with a focus on climate risk identification 

and quantification, stress testing and 

portfolio strategy.

 In the past 17+ years, has worked with 

financial firms extensively in a variety of 

areas from Credit Risk, Credit Portfolio 

Management, Stress Testing, IFRS 9 and 

more recently ESG & Climate Risk.

 Prior to Moody’s Analytics, led major 

global risk initiatives at a consulting firm 

and also worked in the field of 

investment banking, debt capital markets 

at a global top tier investment bank. 

 Group Chief Risk Officer at NatWest Group, 

since 2018, responsible for leading the Risk 

function, defining and overseeing the risk, 

conduct, compliance and financial crime 

strategies.

 A NED of the Professional Risk Managers’ 

International Association (PRMIA), which is a 

non-profit professional association operating 

with chapters in 46 cities around the world. 

 Serves on the Financial and Risk Policy 

Committee of UK Finance, and represents 

NatWest Group  on the Bank of England’s 

Climate Financial Risk Forum. 

 Over a 35-year career Bruce has worked in 

commercial and retail banking in both the UK 

and USA, specialising in Risk Management.

 Leads a multi-disciplinary project team at 

Aviva working on the development of 

scenario analysis to support the 

development of disclosures consistent with 

the recommendations of the TCFD.

 Works in the Group Actuarial Function at 

Aviva and is responsible for the maintenance 

and development of their approved group-

wide Solvency II internal economic capital 

model.

 Prior to Aviva, led the UK Internal Model 

Approval Process (IMAP) in preparation for 

the implementation of Solvency II, at the 

PRA, Bank of England.

 Previously held roles at the European 

Commission 

Burcu Guner Bruce FletcherBen Carr
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Carbon Transitions, Physical Risks: 
The credit perspective 
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Moody’s Overview
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Research, data, models, services and software for financial 

risk analysis and related professional services

Customers in 140 countries2

4,700 institutional customers; business with 86 of top 

100 global banks2

Independent provider of credit rating opinions and related 

information for over 100 years

MIS provides ratings in more than 120 countries1

Ratings relationships with ~11,000 corporate issuers, 

~20,000 public finance issuers and has rated and currently 

monitors ~68,000 structured finance obligations

Moody’s affiliates 

http://www.google.co.in/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiT1v-Nq9DRAhVCtI8KHRvvAI8QjRwIBw&url=http://blog.ethosdata.com/dataroom-blog/moodys-case-study-virtual-data-room-for-confidential-file-sharing&psig=AFQjCNEMUX5o3CySPVY6OSNYeV0p-Y3njw&ust=1484988374467659
http://www.google.co.in/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiZ4Zunq9DRAhVHPo8KHSz8B08QjRwIBw&url=http://nreionline.com/moodys-investors-service-0&bvm=bv.144224172,d.c2I&psig=AFQjCNGxzG2yAytcPMa0R8AqCbyL_wGZ_g&ust=1484988468758514
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From Physical and Transition Risk to financial risk and business decisions
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Transition Risks 
(Policy, technology, consumer preferences)

Physical Risks 
(Extreme weather events, gradual climate change)

Economy
Lower value of 

stranded 

assets

Increase in 

energy prices

Business 

disruption

Asset 

destruction

Productivity 

loss

Reconstruction 

/ replacement

Financial 

Impacts
Cash flows and business risk 

impacted by physical and transition risk 

Capital / Collateral / Risk Premium

Impacted by change in asset valuation

Credit Risk impacts
PD/LGD, Internal Rating, Expected Loss,  

Spreads, etc

Portfolio Impacts
Concentration/correlation risk, VAR and Risk/Return

S
c
e
n

a
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n

a
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Risk 

Metrics
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Integrating Climate scenarios into Credit analysis process

Carbon transition and physical risks to have increasing relevance to credit analysis. More 

pronounced decarbonization trajectory and more frequent and volatile extreme weather in the future. 

Since there is a wide range of possible outcomes across both sectors and geographies, scenario 

analysis is used to help assess the credit impact for rated issuers.

PUBLIC

For carbon transition risk, there are two scenarios in place to help assess the credit implications: 

(IEA Stated Policies Scenario (STEPS) and IEA Sustainable Development Scenario (SDS). 

Then, apply a sector-by-sector approach to assess the implications of these scenarios on rated 

entities.  (See MIS Carbon Transition Assessment Research)

For physical climate risks, a single scenario is used and primarily focus on the implications for the 

next 30 years. 

The physical effects of climate change are largely locked in through 2050 because of the continued 

impact of historical emissions. 

It is not until about midcentury that we expect there to be a meaningful divergence in long-term global 

temperature changes and other physical hazards under different emissions scenarios.

Source: Moody’s Investor Services 
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What is the Current State – TCFD Disclosures
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Key Takeaways

3k companies assessed globally across all 

sectors (April 2020 – August 2020)

 Physical risks are the most quoted 

 About 16% have established processes to 

inform board members about climate 

change issues 

 The development of low-carbon products or 

services is the most common disclosure

 Less than 10% factor in climate change in 

their financial planning

 One third of energy companies use an 

internal carbon pricing

 Engagement and enhanced due diligence is 

practice of only a fewRisk Management Recommendations

» Participation in industry/multi-

stakeholder working group

» Risk mapping, materiality 

assessments and balanced score 

cards

» Internal carbon price

» Engagement 

» Due diligence applied to projects and 

transactions

» Climate change into overall enterprise risk 

management

» Risk management plans

Governance Recommendations 

» Processes used to inform the board members/committees 

about climate change related issues 

» Processes used by the board to integrate climate change 

related issues in the company’s strategy 

» Processes used by board to monitor and oversee progress 

over climate-related goals and targets 

» Climate change related responsibilities assigned to 

management level positions 

» Processes used to inform the management (CEO, CFO, 

COO etc) of climate-related issues 

» Description of the climate-change organisational 

structure 

Strategy Recommendations

» Analysis of evolving legislation on climate change 

» Developed a low-carbon transition plan Development of low 

carbon products or services

» Acquisition of  low carbon business 

» Scenario Analyses

» Climate-change factored into financial planning 

» Divestment of carbon intensive assets/activities 

Source: Vigeo Eiris, Moody’s affiliate
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Beyond Carbon Data – Transition Risk Assessments 

PUBLICSource: Vigeo Eiris, Moody’s affiliate
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Physical Risk Exposure: Current and Future  

PUBLICSource: Four Twenty Seven, Moody’s affiliate

Extreme precipitation

Resources 

Demand

Country of 

Origin

Weather 

Sensitivity  

Heat Stress

Sea level rise

Socioeconomic Risk

Supply Chain 
Risk 

Operations
Risk

Market 
Risk 

Country of 

Sales
Wildfires

Hurricanes & Typhoons

Water Stress

» Identify hotspots and analyze the detailed drivers of exposure to climate 

hazards

» Assessments at real asset (facility level, real asset level) and aggregate as 

needed

» Capture current and future climate risk in countries that contribute to 

company value chains

» Dependence on natural resources  threatened by climate change

» Sensitivity of customers / revenues to future climate change
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Location specific physical risk assessments and climate scenarios 

PUBLICSource: Four Twenty Seven, Moody’s affiliate

» There is little difference in actual warming effects between IPCC RCPs 

before mid-century. 

» The spread across models within an RCP is greater than differences 

between RCPs

» No meaningful reduction efforts have been realized, and committed 

emissions are still high. Lock-in effects of climate change

» Even if we significantly reduce emissions in the next 30 years, the 

divergence in climate outcomes from those of RCP 8.5 will only be felt 

beyond 2050 because of the latent response in climate

Modeled climate outcomes under the RCP 8.5 pathway can be 

grouped into high, medium and low tiers of severity up to mid-

century
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Fit for Purpose Test
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Source: Moody’s ESG Solutions
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Key Considerations

PUBLIC

» Climate Risk Assessment:

– What types of climate risks and data?

› data granularity and coverage; 

› multiple climate hazard dimensions, supply chains and market/customer response

› exposure as well as vulnerability, implementation and preparedness 

› Firm and asset level revenue and cost implications to inform financial risk impact and business decisions. 

» Inter-related physical and transition risks:

– Are joint effects of transition and physical risks captured? How?

– Climate Models and Scenario Analysis are not/do not:  not well suited for spotting black swans

› depict what the future will be, but what it could be 

› a stand-in for a sensitivity analysis

› rely on probability 

› well suited for spotting black swans 



Aviva: Internal



Aviva: Internal

•

Weather impact on Aviva’s Combined Operating Ratio (COR) (net 

of reinsurance).

Actual weather-related losses versus planned weather losses by year 

and business unit (net of reinsurance).



Aviva: Internal

• In the medium to longer term, there is potential for the premiums we need to charge to cover our risk exposure to increase in line 

with intensity and frequency of extreme weather.



Aviva: Internal

•

•

Aviva’s Climate VaR output by scenario for shareholder funds as 

at 30/11/2019.

Physical versus transition risks by scenario for Aviva’s shareholder funds 

as at 30/11/2019.



Aviva: Internal
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•

•

•

•

•
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•

•
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Climate 

Change 

Transition Risk

Bruce Fletcher

GCRO, NatWest Group

October 2020

Version: Final

PUBLIC
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Climate Change Transition Risk
- Overview

What is Transition Risk?

The above definition is based upon PRA Supervisory Statement 3/19 (Apr 19) “Enhancing banks’ and 

insurers’ approaches to managing the financial risks from climate change”

Transition Risk can arise from the process of adjustment towards a low-carbon economy.

A range of factors influence this adjustment, including: climate-related developments in policy and regulation, the 

emergence of disruptive technology or business models, shifting sentiment and societal preferences, or evolving 

evidence, frameworks and legal interpretations. 

Some examples include:

• tightening energy efficiency standards for domestic and commercial buildings impacting the risk in banks’ buy-to-

let lending portfolios;

• rapid technological change, such as the development of electric vehicles or renewable energy technology, 

affecting the value of financial assets in the automotive and energy sector; and

• companies in the wider economy that fail to mitigate, adapt, or disclose the financial risks from climate change 

being exposed to climate-related litigation, which could impact their market value or lead to higher claims for 

insurers that provide liability cover to those companies. 

PUBLIC
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Climate Impact Channels – Structure Representation
PUBLIC
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Climate Change Transition Risk
- Modelling Transition Risks is key to managing them

To understand our exposure and manage our own Transition Risk, NWG have engaged external advisory support 

to model the economic impacts at the counterparty level :

Climate scenarios

Model Economic impacts

Physical impacts Transition impacts

Model Credit impacts

Develop Management Actions

• Climate scenarios (emissions; temperature; policy; land 

use and technology pathways); based upon Network for 

Greening the Financial System (NGFS) standards

• The approach uses a discounted cashflow model to translate 

the scenarios’ physical and transition impacts into economic 

impacts at the asset level.

• These are blended into incumbent Credit stress test models to 

translate into a re-assessment of PD and LGD to enable 

calculation of Credit impairments. 

• These impairments will be used to develop response plans, a 

number of which will require direct engagement with our 

counterparties around their own mitigation plans

• Inputs must include either sector level assumptions about 

carbon intensity, or obligor specific information for larger 

counterparties.

PUBLIC
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Climate Change Transition Risk
- Case study: Options for a management action plan

A Hypothetical Case Study on options to manage Transition Risk: an “Energy Company”

Internal Bank actions (revised internal practices) External Counterparty actions (enhanced engagement)

• Intensify reviews: increase the frequency of internal reviews of 

risk exposure to high carbon companies, taking into account 

near term and long term climate risks.  Incorporate obligor 

specific details, including an assessment of credible transition 

plans

• Consider duration of lending agreements: limit long term 

lending to companies in climate exposed sectors or apply 

tighter screening criteria.

• Reassess lending terms: assess if lending carries an adequate 

risk premium after accounting for climate risks

• Increase loss reserve: to mitigate potential losses especially in 

climate exposed sectors

• Reduce absolute level of exposure: actively reduce lending or 

let lending mature without rolling over

• Asset high grading: encourage divestment from the most 

energy or carbon-intensive assets and oil and gas projects with 

high break-even costs.

• Abatement options: consider options such as reduce flaring 

and methane leakage; and increase renewable generation 

capacity (e.g. solar powered injection)

• Low carbon fuels: consider options such to increase production 

or sales of low carbon fuels (e.g. biofuel refining or blending; or 

synthetic fuels with CCS)

• Diversification: increase revenues from sales of low carbon 

products, such as new energy sectors like offshore wind

• Offsets: secure carbon offsets early for residual emissions

PUBLIC
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Climate Change Transition Risk
- Reflections

Risk Management actions should reflect the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats presented – the 

classification will depend on your business.  Some considerations:

• Geography – Limited footprint reduces the risk of managing across multiple regulatory/legal jurisdictions, but does limit some 

flexibility in your corporate response

• Timeframe – Climate risks materialize over long time horizons, affording time to plan, manage and mitigate risk; but does increase 

the risk that response planning is not provided adequate focus in the near term.  Some stranded asset and business model 

impacts may occur much sooner.

• Exposure to carbon-intensive business – Concentration of exposure requires more active mitigation, but could increase the scope 

for diversification to achieve significant mitigation?

• Reliance on external drivers/parties – Mitigating actions may require your supplier/customers to change their behaviours, how do 

you manage this reliance?

What questions should the Board be asking?

• What is our exposure to transition risk?  Is this across broad sectors or concentrated?  

• In key sectors, which obligors are doing well at assessing their own transition risks, and which are farther behind?

• What is our strategy to collect obligor level information, including from private companies and in the SME sector?

• How are we educating and helping clients to manage these risks?

• What is our appetite to run transition risk?

• What is our methodology to measure, report and therefore manage transition risk?

• Are we thinking long term enough – climate risk materialises over a long period 20-30 years (outside normal financial planning)? In 

which sectors will transition risks emerge more quickly, and have nearer term stranded asset risk?

• Do we have a clear understanding of our accountabilities and responsibilities to manage these risks and do we have the correct 

skills to do this?

PUBLIC



Questions and Answers
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Chapter Zero: The Impact of Climate Change on Financial Institutions


